
CAMILA: Prototyping and Re�nement ofConstructive Speci�cationsJ. J. Almeida, L. S. Barbosa, F. L. Neves and J. N. OliveiraComputer Science DepartmentUniversity of MinhoLargo do Pa�co | 4710 BragaPortugalfjj,lsb,n,jnog@di.uminho.ptAbstract. This paper accompanies the demonstration of Camila, an experimentalplatform for formal software development, rooted in the tradition of constructivespeci�cation methods. The Camila approach is an attempt to make available atsoftware development level the basic problem solving strategy one got used to fromschool physics | create, experiment and reason on a mathematical model. Based ona notion of formal software component, it encompasses a set-theoretic language andan inequational calculus for classi�cation and re�nement. Its kernel is a functionalprototyping environment, fully connectable to external applications, equipped witha classi�ed component repository and distribution facilities.Keywords Constructive speci�cation, prototyping, program calculation.1 An OverviewIn the structure of an information system, Software Engineering distinguishesbetween entities, which represent information sources, and transformationsupon them. The former originates the data structures, the later the algo-rithms. The fundamental observation behind constructive (ormodel-oriented)speci�cation methods such as Vdm [Jon86], Z [Spi89] or Raise [Geo91], isthat a similar duality appears in the de�nition of an algebra (sets and func-tions) or relational structure (sets and relations), making them suitable as amathematical semantics for such systems.Camila 1 development a�liates itself to the research in constructive spec-i�cation methods as well as in exploring Functional Programming as a rapidprototyping environment for software models, a program whose origin can betraced back to Peter Hendersen's me too [Hen84]. The project main contri-butions may be summarized as follows:1 Camila is named after a Portuguese 19th-century novelist | Camilo Castelo-Branco (1825 - 1890) | whose immense and heterogeneous writings, deeplyrooted in his own time controversies, mirrors a passionate yet di�cult life.



1. As a (executable) speci�cation language, Camila takes full advantageof the (Cartesian closed) structure of the category Set of sets and set-theoretical functions. In particular data sorts are regarded as endofunc-tors 2 over Set, transforming uniformly either sets and functions. Thismirrors the intuition that (parametric) sorts are (some kinds of) functorsand morphisms arise as natural transformations between them.2. Traditionally, in the constructive style for software development design isfactored in as many \mind-sized" steps as required. Every intermediatedesign is �rst proposed and then proved to follow from its antecedent.Such an \invent-and-verify" style is often impractical due to the complex-ity of the mathematical reasoning involved in real-life software problems.At the core of the Camila approach is a calculus | named Sets, af-ter Speci�cation in Set [Oli90,Oli92,Oli97] | which introduces explicittransformational rules in program data structuring. Here an intermedi-ate design is drawn from a previous one according to some law availablein the calculus, which is structural in the sense that model componentscan be re�ned in isolation (and, consequently, previous re�nement re-sults re-used). Proof discharge is achieved by replacing proofs from �rstprinciples by calculation. This is the point of a calculus, as witnessedelsewhere in the history of mathematics, and corresponds to a matura-tion stage emerging naturally after two decades of intensive research onthe foundations of formal methods for software design.3. Camila is particularly oriented to the development of systems involvingsome degree of distribution. Facilities are provided to prototype softwarecomponents as communicating agents.Last but not least, a major goal in Camila design has been to scale upformal development methods to the industrial practice. This has shaped theproject as a collection of portable working tools, with simple interfaces buteasily connectable to external applications (e.g., databases, interface genera-tors, document processors, etc.). Some real case studies include the develop-ment of reuse mechanisms for a CASE tool [Oli95b], the project of temporaldatabases and the design of a building description language [Oli95a]. Thefollowing section details the four main components of the Camila platform.2 A \Guided Tour"2.1 The Functional PrototyperThe Functional Prototyper animates Set as a mathematical space for buildingspeci�cations as collections of parameterized data sorts and functions uponthem.The basic set constructors capture essential operations upon information:2 More rigorously, as combinations of polynomial functors plus the direct powersetfunctor 2 .



{ Cartesian product (A�B) for aggregation in the spatial axis,{ coproduct (A+B), for choice (i.e., aggregation in the temporal axis) and{ exponentiation, or function space, (AB) for functional dependence.When processing data de�nitions, the prototyper generates automaticallythe constructors and selectors of each product type as well as the canonicalembeddings associated to coproducts. Derived constructors, for �nite A andB, are 2A (�nite subsets), A ,! C (�nite mappings), de�ned as PK�ACK ,and A� (�nite sequences), de�ned asPn�NAn, as well as recursive de�nitionsin the form X = F(X), where F is a functor involving the above constructs.By functoriality, those constructs also act upon functions (either primitiveor user-de�ned) lifting its e�ect to the generated structure. For example,the expressions (f-set)-seq and (f-seq)-set correspond, respectively, tothe action upon the function f : A �! B of the functors (2 )� and 2( �).These enables a particularly fruitful modular calculus in which enrichmentand specialization amount to composition with suitable functors, respectively,on the right and on the left.The operator repertoire in Camila is very rich and highly structured.Each operator is an arrow in Set, either set-theoretic (e.g., N �x:x2�! N), orcategory-theoretic. The last group includes arrows classi�ed as implicit (e.g.,A � B �1�! A), functorial, i.e. the action of some functor on another arrow(e.g., A ,! X A,!f�! A ,! Y ), universal, i.e. arising as the unique arrow inan universal construction (e.g., A+ B [f;g]�! C or C <f;g>�! A � B) or natural,i.e. regarded as a component of a natural transformation (e.g., X� elems�! 2X).The Sets constructs, as well as the basic algebras associated with them, aredirectly expressible in the prototyper, from which a high level description isautomatically generated (in the form of a LATEX �le). So are the propositionalconnectives and quanti�ers, anonymous function de�nition, in the form of �-expressions, and high-order functions.Specifying in Camila is done in a stepwise-elaboration style, each stageof the model being immediately prototyped and quick feedback about its be-havior being gathered within the design team. The prototyper type-checking�lters primary syntactic errors and unexpected semantic behavior is likely tobe spot and corrected. The tool is able to handle lazy evaluation and partiallyde�ned functions, i.e. functions whose signature has been declared but whosecomputation rule has not yet been supplied.2.2 The Sets AnimatorThe rei�cation phase, in the Camila life-cycle, is a systematic process ofstepwise transformation of the original speci�cation into another which canbe eventually recognized as the formal semantics of a particular command,or program fragment, in the intended target technology. The purpose of theSets Animator is to animate the calculus so that concrete data-structures



modeling the speci�cation sorts can be found by calculation, accompaniedby the synthesis of abstraction functions and induced implementation-levelinvariants.Di�erent laws of Sets lead to di�erent implementation structures andplatforms. A typical example of a common target technology is that of rela-tional databases, typically materialized by a particular Sql server. A databasetable is trivially formalized, in the Sets notation, by a relation in 2A�B or amapping in A ,! B, for A,B arbitrary products of \atomic" types. Therefore,all Sets laws which somehow \lead" to such structures are welcome by sucha target environment 3. A Sets law is an (in)equation of the form A E�f B,stating that every instance of A can be rei�ed into the corresponding instanceof B, by adopting abstraction function f and provided that concrete invari-ant � is enforced over B. On the whole, the following abstraction invariant,using the terminology of [Mor90], is synthesized: �ab : (a = f(b)) ^ �(b). Forinstance, lawA ,! D � (B ,! C) Edpionn (A ,! D)� ((A�B) ,! C)states that �nite mapping nesting of can be attened. Repeated application ofthis law makes it possible to boil arbitrarily nested, intricate mapping-baseddata structures, down to products of atomic relation tables. The relevantabstraction function (onn) computes a kind of \nested join" and invariant dpiwill guarantee that such a join operation is e�ectively computed.In the balance data vs algorithms, Camila is strongly oriented to the datacomponent as the re�nement of data sorts induces by itself the simulationsof the abstract operations in the rei�ed context. Calculating a simulationfor operation � amounts to prove (constructively) the commutativity of there�nement diagram for �. Camila does not claim any originality in thisprocess, relying instead in other calculi such us the Fold-Unfold [Dar82]or the Oxford Refinement Calculus [Mor90] 4.The animator is implemented with genetic algorithms [Mic94] which sup-port a exible, and surprisingly e�cient, inequational term-rewriting. The\genetic engine" represents each potential solution as a chromosome of inte-ger genes, whereas the size of each chromosome �xes the number of re�nementsteps to be applied. What is interesting is that, by modifying the evaluationfunction over Sets expressions, the user is able to bias the animator towardsthe target implementation technology [NO95].3 Should the target programming language be, for instance, C, then laws leadingto structures of the 1 + A pattern (the \pointer to A abstraction") will becomerelevant, in particular recursive structures of the X = 1 + F(X) shape.4 In fact Sets and the Refinement Calculus blend together nicely. The last is aweakest pre-condition (algorithmic) calculus in which change of representation ishanded by choosing coupling invariants. Sets main purpose is that of calculating,rather than choosing, such coupling invariants.



2.3 The RepositoryThe Camila platform includes a reusable components repository which cat-alogues the available speci�cations as well as its implementations and theassociated re�nement calculations. In particular abstraction functions andinduced invariants are recorded as Camila expressions allowing for the dy-namic interconnection between di�erent levels of abstraction.The Sets Animator is used to classify and compare components (in a\classify-by-data" style). Furthermore architectural relationships such as is-a, is-used-by, is-implementation-of, is-special-case-of are formally decided andrecorded, rather than �xed by intuition. In the Repository component aggre-gation can be expressed by \software-circuit" diagrams using a graphicalnotation suggestively resembling the conventional hardware design notation.The Repository and the Functional Prototyper bears \full citizenship" atC/C++ programming level. A collection of libraries, enable both the pro-cesses of{ embedding Camila prototypes in (partial) implementations;{ enriching, either static or dynamically, the prototyping environment withmodules supplied or already implemented in the target programming en-vironments.This leads to what may be called a \hybrid" prototype: some systemcomponents already fully rei�ed may cohabit (and communicate) with otherparts still in a prototyping phase. Such temporary con�gurations of the sys-tem, which may require abstraction functions explicit at run time, cannotbe expected to be particularly e�cient ones. But they provide for smooth,stepwise rei�cation and testing.2.4 The Process PrototyperThe speci�cation of distributed systems is not only concerned with the com-ponents functionality, but also with the local and global behavior patterns,which entails the need to combine set-based speci�cations with some sort ofprocess calculi over the set of declared operations.The Process Prototyper allows for the annotation of Camila componentswith behavioral patterns, which can be simulated and further analyzed by atypical process algebra tool, like the Cwb [MS96]. It also includes a smallcon�guration language enabling the (eventually dynamic) association of eachnode of the system to an independent process (e.g., a Unix process), com-munication being achieved through a set of speci�c primitives. Applicationdependent constraints of the communication network are themselves proto-typed as another system component.On going work in this area includes the development of a calculus forprocess re�nement dualising Sets results to a category of transition systems.
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